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EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT BEING A FREELANCE LIFESTYLE PROVIDER WITH 

SPA-GO’S MOBILE DAY SPA, SALON & LIFESTYLE PROVIDER  

WWW.SPA-GOS.COM 

info@spa-gos.com  

 

Spa-Go’s independent freelancer lifestyle providers are those professionally trained, licensed and insured in the 

day spa, salon and fitness services industries.  They provide services directly to the consumer, using Spa-Go’s as 

their marketing and helpful booking agent.  We help the provider get bookings, process credit cards, advertise, 

and operate a call center while the provider is busy providing services to their already busy clientele.   

Spa-Go’s provides jobs inside and/or outside of establishments.  We coordinate offers from the outside 

consumer market and then post the positions to our list of qualified lifestyle providers.  The provider determines 

which jobs they want.  The provider sets their own schedule, hours, menu of services and rates of sale. 

If you are thinking of becoming an independent freelance lifestyle provider with Spa-Go’s read on to learn 

everything you need to know about the application process.  Not yet sure yet if being your own boss, setting 

your own hours, performing your own menu of services and charging your own pricing is for you or not??  Read 

on to learn why more and more professionals are enjoying the flexibility, freedoms and extra earning power. 

We are seeking out the best in Cosmetologists, Manicurists, Estheticians, Massage Therapists, Yoga Instructors, 

Zumba, Aquatics and others… JUST $99 A YEAR!  Read on to be part of our supportive team of professionals. 

BE PART OF OUR ELITE GROUP OF QUALITY VETTED PROVIDERS 

 SPA-GO’S MOBILE DAY SPA, SALON & LIFESTYLE PROVIDERS 

@ https://spa-gos.com/contact/  or info@Spa-Gos.com 

http://www.spa-gos.com/
mailto:info@spa-gos.com
https://spa-gos.com/contact/
mailto:info@Spa-Gos.com
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LIFE AS A SPA-GO’S FREELANCE INDEPENDENT LIFESTYLE PROVIDER: 

Day spa, salon, fitness and lifestyle professionals unite!  The day has finally come when 

most states are freeing you to work beyond the brick and mortar locations.  You have a 

choice!  Long gone are the days where you, licensed and insured, must be tethered to 

another’s location to have a job!  We are here to promote you and provide opportunities 

of a lifetime. You will have opportunities to work locally or across the world!   

Before we get into the application process, let’s talk a bit about what you can expect as 

an independent freelance lifestyle provider with Spa-Go’s. 

Spa-Go’s lifestyle providers are currently defined as cosmetologists, manicurists, make-up 

artists, massage therapists, estheticians, brow and lash artists, spray tanners, face 

painters, braid and extension experts, yoga practitioners, Zumba, Pilates or aquatics 

instructors.  

We have broken down the USA states as 3 types:  Red light states (no off site salon and 

day spa service allowed, heavily regulated and controlled); Yellow light states (off site 

care allowed with restrictions); and Green light states (those who have progressively 

advanced to allow licensed day spa, salon and fitness workers the freedom to practice 

where they wish as long as they stay within their scope of practice.  We are focusing on 

business in green light states and then will move to yellow light states. Those in red light 

states are still able to use our platform, possibly they will find a healthier attitude and 

work permissions in the other states with friendlier worker laws.  We allow anyone to be 

part of our platform.  It is up to our providers and consumers to follow all the laws, rules 

and regulations in the city and state that accept provider positions from. 

Spa-Go’s online platform encourages consumers to offer employment opportunities:  

gigs, parties, events, temporary work or full-time work in their salon, day spa or fitness 

center or at a client’s home, office, or corporate event space.  You may be asked to 

provide a manicure for a busy celebrity or a massage to an office group of workers.  You 

may be asked to shave a person’s head going through cancer recovery or work a 6-year 

old’s fantasy spa party.  The opportunities may be in your own area or they may be in 

other areas, options are always in everyone’s best interest.   

We are working our way at becoming the WORLDS #1 consumer friendly booking app for 

professionals and consumers in the salon, day spa, fitness and lifestyle fields. 
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HOW DOES IT WORK: 

Spa-Go’s collects the orders that come in from the consumer and post them to a secure 

Dropbox™ that is accessed by only our approved providers. When we drop a new order in 

the box you can review it and respond if you would like to be considered for that 

position.  The wages, hours, location and details are listed on the work order so you can 

easily make your determination, yes or no.   EASY!  You can also, “MAKE A DEAL” by 

sending a “counter off” to the consumer with your requirements if you are available and 

interested in the position, (such as mileage or travel fee allowances or a supply fee for 

large groups). 

CONSUMER STANDARDS:   

Spa-Go’s, upon vetting the professional, will have both parties (provider and consumer), 

go through a process of verification to determine that the provider(s) are licensed and 

insured and are in good standing and the client has given information and payment and 

agreed to the policies of Spa-Go’s.  We offer the consumer, for additional monies, the 

opportunity to have us do additional screening on the provider (with the provider’s 

permission) consisting of 1/ a current dba (doing business as certificate), 2/ city business 

permit in the city services will be provided, 3/ county permit if needed, in the county 

services will be provided, 4/ HIPPA certified provider, 5/ current flu shot if requested, 6/ 

TB test if requested, 7/ Drug test or other requirement for the job hire offer, if requested.  

We also can help the consumer understand the rules of your trade for clarification if they 

don’t wish to handle these details themselves, for a safe and legal event.   

Each independent freelance lifestyle provider should be completely aware of the rules 

and regulations in their licensing agreement with their State, City and County. Each 

consumer must provide their name, address, phone and service details and pay in 

advance of your travel as well as agree to our policies and disclosures.   

As an independent freelance lifestyle provider, you are your own boss and control your 

own schedule and state your own rates and services. How cool is that!  Spa-Go’s never 

assigns projects to you – you pick and choose what you want and when you want. 

Whether you love giving or receiving services, we are the newest service to help with the 

connection and support both provider and consumer. 
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LET’S GET STARTED ON YOUR APPLICATION TO BE A SPA-GO’S LIFESTYLE PROVIDER: 

Before registering as a freelance lifestyle provider, you will need to complete a quick 

application consisting of 5 easy parts:   

1/ Application Made & Fee Paid $99.00.  We take most all credit cards. 

2/ Privacy Agreements and Permissions Signed;  

3/ Policies, Terms, Conditions & Fee Agreements Signed 

4/ IRS W9 tax reporting form Signed 

5/ ACH pay form for easy direct deposit to your bank account Signed.  

 After we collect and verifying the above information you are added to our provider list 

and will be allowed to access our job opportunities and enjoy the benefits of your 

membership.  

PROFESSIONAL CONTRACT IS ENTERED BETWEEN YOU AND THE CONSUMER:  

Once you commit to a job, you are in a contract with the consumer and agree to perform 

as per your work order/contract. We can do the office, marketing, call center work for 

you so you can continue to focus on what you love, providing direct services to the 

consumer.   

Most beauty on demand apps are focused on hair, make-up and nails.  Gig work.  They 

have limited or at times, NO verification which puts everyone at a disadvantage.  We are 

expansive and include not only “gig” work, but temporary hiring for larger brands so that 

they can easily be staffed during peak times of operation or for employee illness or leaves 

of absences.  This may be a step into a job you have always dreamed of. Possibly, it could 

even be at a destination location in another state or country.  We hope our platform is 

expansive and makes looking for work fun and exciting for both the consumer and the 

provider.  You will be asked if you wish to relocate, and if you do, we will add you to our 

“Dreamers” list.  We offer so much potential and want to lift you up.  We feel you are 

working in one of the most oppressed professional fields and have devoted over 30 years 

to advocating your freedom and advancing your job opportunities.  
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YES, THERE IS A CHARGE FOR THIS REPRESENTATION: 

SALON OR FITNESS CENTER, DAY SPA, OR BUSINESS - $99 a year for posting staffing and 

recruitment offers and your location as a provider of services to our consumers. You 

receive a profile just as the contractors do and share all the same member benefits.  You 

will have to go through our “same” application process so that we know you are worth 

recommending to our consumer base.  All your licenses and insurances will need to be in 

order.  This allows a direct path to “out call” services by your own staff or ours.  It’s a 

great “add on” and definitely a plus when you need a little “on demand” support from 

our business services department.  

INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR - $99 a year for posting yourself online to our platform as a 

self-employed, insured, professional independent contractor within the fields of salon, 

day spa, health or fitness provider.  You receive a profile and all the benefits of being a 

member. 

BUSINESS SERVICES & CALL CENTER CONCIERGE – Resume, menu of services, press 

releases and advertising spotlights, signage, consultation, etc.  Each service has a $25 and 

up per item price.   If you are interested in support services beyond your member 

services, please ask for our rate sheet. 

WHAT YOU GET FOR YOUR $99? 

Think of us as a type of artist management app, for yourself and business.  Not only will 

you get online presence, promotion and representation, you will get an identification 

badge for consumer identification, a certificate for display purposes and verification to 

your consumer base of meeting high consumer standards.  You also receive access to 

online marketing materials such as post cards, business cards, menu of service samples, 

tax deduction worksheets, tax reminders, income verification, online ratings reviews, 

consumer liability waivers, birthday cards, slideshow software and other helpful retention 

materials.   Discounts on various memberships, product discounts and other B2B offers.  

If you choose to use our call center and customer support services, we charge fees based 

on the work we do for you. If you are not sure, you can always write us with your 

questions at info@spa-gos.com or call us at the office.  You are supported in either 

business model for success.  We love promoting honest, licensed, educated, well trained, 

ambitious, insured wellness and beauty professionals.  

 

mailto:info@spa-gos.com
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YOU ALSO GET TO ENJOY YOUR OWN PRIVATE RESOURCE BANK WITH SPA-GO’S: 

Before you get offered any work with Spa-Go’s, we make sure you have all your 

paperwork in order to be a success!  Don’t worry, we will help you go through this 

process. This is what makes you special, elite!  You want the best representation, 

someone that takes the time to read, collect your career portfolio data and talk to clients 

on your behalf.  We’ve been taking orders for providers for 15+ years. 

We also give you access to your file at any time or upon your departure.  Keep separate 

your professional life from your personal life.  Your own bank, so to speak.  You will 

always have access to your files (there is no money in your bank, it is just a term we use 

to describe your file or “vault” of private information.  If you need your updated resume, 

it will be in your job bank.  If you want to see how many services you have provided, it 

will be listed in your job bank.  Maybe you want to reference a great picture you provided 

us for advertising, or to list a new piece of equipment you purchased so at the end of the 

year you can provide a complete list to your CPA.   

Easy, just go to your job bank file.  Any pictures you give us or letters, or certificates, 

menu of services, handouts or personal references will be saved, private, in your job 

bank, in the cloud via Dropbox™. 

CAN I CANCEL? 

If you wish to cancel with us, no refunds will be given, and you will be removed from the 

list on the date you decide within your membership year.  Your job file will be kept for 6 

months past your termination and then deleted.  We understand, things change and ask 

that you make this request in writing, so that we don’t destroy your material without 

your knowledge.  We do bill you each year on repeat billing unless you cancel.   

FEE WAIVERS: 

We understand the needs of working mothers, domestic violence survivors, immigrants 

just starting over, or medical issues that stop and start your own personal journey. 

Divorce, death, tragedy, the list goes on and on…  submit a note to why you are deserving 

of a fee waiver and we will have our directors review this yearly.  A fee waiver is only 

granted for one year and is never renewed.  We hope in a year you will be in place to 

continue your membership as a lifestyle provider with Spa-Go’s. 
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WHAT ARE THE FEES USED FOR? 

This membership fee is used to set you up your provider profile on our system and 

review and verify your licenses and insurances.  You will be represented professionally 

and to the consumer directly.  We will ask for your headshot and equipment photo as 

well as an individual menu of service with pricing that you will be using for sales 

purposes. ** If you use our call center to further assist you with your bookings and 

engaging with your clientele, we charge the below fees. If you choose to charge outside 

of our suggested prices, when writing your menu of services, please remember that we 

charge fees for this assistance (see fee disclosure chart below) and mark up your prices 

accordingly.  If you aren’t good with math, ask us to help you.  Sample: You want $100 for 

a house call, so you would price it with us at $140.00.  You want $40 a house call, so you 

would price it with us at $67.00.   

 

PROVIDERS FEE DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

WHEN USING OUR CALL CENTER CONCIERGE  

DESCRIPTION OF SALE PROVIDER SPA-GO’S SALON PARTNER TERRITORY 
MANAGER 

Out Call Through Spa-Go’s 60%+tip 30% 0% 10% 
Out Call Through Salon 60%+tip 25% 10% 05% 

In Call To A Salon via Spa-Go’s Salon Pay 30% 60% 10% 

In Call Through Salon To Salon Salon Pay 0% 100% 0% 
 

Estimated fees out are estimated at totaling 40%, paid to Spa-Go’s and/or a salon, spa, 

fitness, territory manager or other networking partner. 

40% to be an estimate:   website maintenance 3%, advertising 5%, management 5%, cc 

processing 3%, book keeping and tax reporting 3%, social media and marketing 5%, 

online advertising 5%, utilities 2 %, insurance 3%, call center 4%, promotions 2% or 

otherwise directed payment towards our costs and services towards you the provider.  

  

NOTE: “We reserve the right to modify, change, or alter the above fees and commissions, 

with your knowledge in advance, of your agreement to deliver services.” 
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TERRITORY AND HOW FAR DO I HAVE TO DRIVE FOR WORK? 

We ask you to determine if the job is within your driving ability and desire.  You 

determine if the job is too far or not.  You can submit a “Let’s Make A Deal” offer to any 

client with travel fee, mileage or gas allowances if you are interested in the position and 

it is outside of your local area. (*keep in mind, when accepting work outside of your 

territory, it is your responsibility to get the proper business permits to work in that area 

or file another “Let’s Make A Deal” offer for the consumer to include the payment of 

your permits in advance so you  may take the offer if they agree.  

EQUIPMENT NEEDED TO BE AN INDEPENDENT FREELANCE LIFESTYLE PROVIDER WITH 

SPA-GO’S: 

1/ Communications Equipment:  access to email or smartphone, headset, Mapquest® 

2/ Your own professional supplies and equipment:  tools of your trade 

3/ Transportation to get to and from the job site: auto, bus, train, cab, Uber®, Lyft® 

4/ Good communication skills, able to speak and read English (if you have 2nd language 

we LOVE that, as our consumers at times request their own language of preference).  

Always let us know all the language skills you have for your profile. 

5/ Strong work ethic, no flakes, dependable – honors your work agreement. 

6/ Comprehension and a superior level of knowledge within your trade 

7/ Ability to work independently or in groups 

8/ Ability to lead or follow  

9/ ON TIME (very important).  You need to arrive early to your job and follow timed 

directives.  You agree to call the client if you are not at least 15 minutes ahead of your 

start time.   For events where there is a timing directive, you must be capable of staying 

within the parameter of the service time:  15 min. massages; 20 min. hair styling per 

person; 90 min. manicures-pedicures; 10 min. foot massages, etc.  When working as a 

group, if your timing is off, the entire event will be off.  We always recommend having a 

“quiet, silent” timer on your station so you can transition through your client list. 

10/ Enjoys working with others and others enjoy working with you. 
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11/ Courage, to know when to say no or to apologize if an error or poor service has been 

given. Sometimes, even our best intentions fall short.  Being able to say no to a 

demanding customer is an art.  And, of course, you can always call our office for support 

services, before, during or after a job (for our scheduled fees).  We want to support you 

and the consumer and sometimes have great ideas on how to mediate certain situations.   

REFUNDS:  We don’t give cash refunds or recommend this unless the service was beyond 

awful, so if you feel something needs to be done to “make it right”, let us make that 

offer.  We will keep your best interest in the deal.  You will still have to pay our 

management fee for the managed care, so even if you give the client back their payment, 

we have done our work to manage you and will not refund you the portion of our fees 

due to your poor service. 

12/ Proper clean, fitting, unwrinkled attire for a professional worker in your trade.  No 

jeans, low cut blouses, tank tops, halter tops, short skirts or cut off shorts.  We ask that 

you always dress professionally when working with the consumer or their job directive.  

The client may have a t-shirt or other attire for you to wear at any branded events.  Look 

for these details in your job directive/work contract.  We recommend a comfortable 

black on black or white on white attire with a comfortable apron and safe closed toed 

shoes, hair pulled back and minimal make-up.  You can purchase our work friendly logo’d 

moveable, breathable attire with your membership.  When you work as a team, they will 

want you in matching attire. 

13/ Proper supplies and quality products.  You will need to have all the bells and whistles 

that a professional has in your private kit.  You know if your kit needs some upgrading.  

We recommend that you take care of your kit and have all the extras for easy upselling 

possibilities while at the job site.  Although we will ask your customer for you ahead of 

the service, many times the upsell is done at the time of service and because of a 

recommendation of the provider.  Having a kit that can accommodate others or 

upgraded care can easily earn you twice as much as the original job order.  We can make 

purchase recommendations so that you and others in your area all have “like” kits for 

visual appearance perfection. 

14/ You Be A Happy and Joyful Educated Provider Of Care.  This means, you advance the 

knowledge of what service you are providing to the consumer, for proper consultation. 

You must enjoy what you do and be the type of person that others love to work with.  
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Promoting an educated experience with quality service is what brings consumers back to 

you.   

15/ You oversee your service. We suggest having music, magazines, or other material to 

bring a better experience to your client and service.  A fresh flower on your station, the 

little things are so very important.  Let us recommend selections of music, we have a 

great variety of recommendations. 

16/ Labeled & Laundered items – every State board requires your supplies to be clean 

and labeled for hygienic purposes.  Mobile suggests you always have a minimum of 6 set 

ups on you for a day’s service calls.  If you are working a party, you will need to have and 

provide the proper kits for each guest.  Many times, the kit is supplied by the person 

throwing the event or the job director of your event, so please look for these details in 

your work agreement/job contract.  You will see what your needs are based on the job 

order that is presented.  Linens or washable items should not be washed with your own 

clothing but separately where appropriate bleach and disinfection can be performed.  

This is one of the reasons we recommend that you only use white sheets, white blankets 

and white towels – so they can be washed together and properly sanitized.  Colors are 

hard to launder, never look fresh past a few services and are not recommended for 

professional use. 

17/ Map your event and calendar it so you will be reminded on paper as well as your 

smart phone.  Just in case you lose cell service or your battery dies. You always want to 

have a schedule book for accurate and easy bookings.  This is also used by you for tax 

deductions, mileage, auto expenses and number of services that will help you identify 

certain work write-offs since you will be a self-employed contractor, everything you use 

for work is considered an expense and can be presented to your tax preparer for 

depreciation and deduction. 

18/ Bank account for easy direct deposit of your pay.  We like to wire the money instead 

of use checks for easy reconciliation and accountability.  Avoid lost checks, mail delays 

and check theft.   

19/ Extra battery to keep your phone charged.  You will be on the road and staying in 

touch is the key to a first step in your success – communication is key. 

20/Change and a tip jar.  Professionally arrange your tip jars with glued on dollars for 

when you are in a situation that states in your work order “bring tip jars”. This is your 
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responsibility and no tip jars sometimes mean no tips. Don’t look around last minute and 

find an empty cup to tape on a label to.  Take the time to professional prepare a very 

discreet yet effective tip jar. We recommend taping or gluing the dollars in, or you can 

use funny money – customers understand that tipping is necessary in today’s economy in 

relation to personal services.  Many times, the tips are included at the time of payment – 

you will know when you look at your work order directive. 

21/ Recommended Emergency supplies for on the go providers:  breath mint (not 

chewing gum),  personal feminine products, aspirin or other headache medicine, water 

bottle, protein bar, extra shirt, extra supplies, pen, paper, business cards and/or 

Identification, license, insurance, comb or brush, hand sanitizer, cleaning wipes, lip sun 

block, sunscreen, a jacket, a hat, sunglasses.  Remember, some jobs are outside, some 

inside.  When you are “on the go” you never know the conditions so it’s always best to be 

well prepared and layer your wardrobe. 

WHEN WILL I HEAR BACK FROM SPA-GO’S ONCE I HAVE MADE APPLICATION: 

After your application is submitted, it is reviewed to ensure you are a good fit and 

qualified, licensed and insured and meet Spa-Go’s customers’ standards.  If you pass the 

quality check, you will receive an email permitting you to continue the registration 

process.  Photos will be collected, final payment (if not already paid) will be collected, 

your online profile will be created, and a work identification code will be given and 

contractor’s identification.  Your paper certificate and verification card will be mailed out 

separately.  Generally, we can get you through our processing in 3-6 weeks. 

HOW WILL IT GET PAID? 

If you choose to have us help with your bookings through our call center, we will need to 

pay you for your work.  If you are just applying for our basic profile, you won’t be paid by 

us, but by your clientele.  If we are not involved, we don’t take any portion or collect any 

fees of your services.  If we assist you, then and only then, will we take a commission or 

fee from the direct sale to compensate us for the work we have and are performing.   

We will add you to our bank transfer system which takes 7 days for the bank’s match up.   

You will be offered work as soon as your profile is completed and offered new jobs 

immediately after.  You will be paid every 2 weeks on Wednesday’s.  Direct deposit takes 

2 days, so you will see the money push into your account on the Friday following your 

pay period.  Every provider is paid on the same date, regardless of when they started.   
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We do not pay on demand and we do not pay in advance of the job; we do not pay in 

cash, under the table, or in another’s name on your behalf.  All payments will be made to 

the provider of care to the account that is designated per your ACH form.  If you chose to 

be paid by checks and the check doesn’t arrive timely, is lost or delayed, we will cancel 

the check and resend the new check, usually taking an additional 2 weeks and this will 

only be done once the check has been canceled at our bank.   

WHY WASN’T I APPROVED? 

If you were not approved to be registered as a lifestyle provider with Spa-Go’s, it is likely 

because your application, license, or insurance did not meet our customers’ quality 

standards or you weren’t able to demonstrate sufficient mastery of your trade, menu, or 

other determining factor.  WE ALWAYS TELL YOU WHAT IS MISSING OR WHAT NEEDS TO 

BE COMPLIED WITH FOR YOU TO BECOME FULLY REGISTERED.  Our goal is to have as 

many qualified providers and locations of providers on our list as possible.  We want you 

to be the best you can be and our consumers to be able to find you easily and 

conveniently.  If you are struggling or have questions send us an email.  We would love to 

help you get to where you want to go if there is something we can do to help.  In some 

instances, however, we reserve the right to non-disclosure and to accept only those we 

feel fit our brand’s reputation, quality control and consumer’s safety standards.  

FRAUDULENT BEHAVIOR, CHEATING, LYING OR DEFRAUDING OTHERS: 

Of course, it goes without saying, but in today’s world, we must say it anyway… Spa-Go’s 

does not tolerate cheating or fraudulent behavior.  We will terminate your membership 

or marketing partnership or other affiliation immediately for lack of hygiene and 

endangering the consumer or going out of the licensed scope of your Board agreement 

or any sexual or abuse claims regarding your clientele or suspension of your license or 

insurances.  This includes but is not limited to things like falsifying records, presenting 

photos of sample work that is not your own, working under another’s name and license 

or registering one person and having a third-party vendor friend of yours show up to 

perform the services instead.  Lapse in insurance, crimes of a sexual nature or during 

your trade or any incarcerations that are not immediately reported are all against our 

consumer standards and policies.  If you have crimes against children, you may not take 

jobs that involve children. If you have committed financial crimes, we will not allow you 

to present as an independent provider on our platform.  Any job where you will be 

breaking any of your probation guidelines should be avoided. If you have your license 
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revoked, canceled or expired it is your duty to tell our office immediately so that you may 

be paused or taken off the active list of lifestyle providers.  Your insurance more than 

likely will not cover you if you do not abide by State or local laws. 

DISCRIMINATION & ETHICS: 

If you are a provider on our platform, a marketing partner or other 3rd party vendor, any 

affiliation with Spa-Go’s you must agree to abide by a high standard of ethic and morally 

sound practices.  You must agree to not discriminate against anyone for their race, 

gender, gender identity, religion, weight, nationality or any other “feeling” that you may 

have and treat all humans the same and give all humans the 5 star treatment and 

services they deserve. 

SEXUAL RELATIONS WITH YOUR CLIENTELE:   

Engaging in any dating, sexual relations, inappropriate touching or other is a violation of 

our policies.  If you fall in love with your client, you must terminate the professional 

relationship and we wish you the best!  Engaging in business while having a relationship 

is not tolerated.   

CONFIDENTIALITY: 

If you are a provider on our platform you must agree to the highest level of 

confidentiality in consumer care and services.  You will be privy to credit card 

information, phone numbers, addresses, health issues and other family matters of your 

clientele.  You are agreeing, by being a provider on our platform, to treat each consumer 

with a high level of confidentiality and agree not to share any information with friends, 

family or online social media platforms.  You agree not to take photos of their homes, 

offices, property and share anything you may have seen, heard or were told at a time of 

service to anyone without permission, in writing, from your consumer client. 

COMPLAINTS, CONCERNS OR REPORTS: 

You will alert our office of any complaints, unhappiness, violations, or concerns in writing 

and in private personal electronic or immediate communication. Your voice is our future.  

Our consumer’s voice is our future and yours… We mandate, due to our policies, that you 

fill out an “incident report” on any concern or incident.   Please speak up!   
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HAVE MORE QUESTIONS: 

If you have additional questions or feedback, reach out to our team at the below email: 

info@Spa-Gos.com  Phone 213/258-8191.   

Please call not text.  It’s ok to leave message in text but we prefer all conversations “live” 

to improve communication. 

SPA-GO’S IS NOW RECRUITING: 

 

✓ Salons, Fitness Centers and Day Spas, Medical Offices or other Pop In Locations 

 

 

✓ Top providers of personal services in:  Cosmetologists, Manicurists, Pedicurists Hair 

Stylists, Braiders and Extension Artists; Estheticians, Make-Up Artists and Waxers.  

Massage therapists, fitness trainers and lifestyle coaches. 

 

 

✓ State Directors of managed care in all 50 states.  You earn a percentage of each 

sale within your territory and will be working at helping to recruit and educate your 

market, plan promotional events and encourage positive energy and marketing 

directions based on the rules, regulations and permits per your state.  

 

Read below on all the benefits you receive when you sign up to be a provider on 

our platform. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:info@Spa-Gos.com
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LIFESTYLE MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS WITH SPA-GO’S  

JUST $99.00 FOR THE WHOLE YEAR! 

*items marked with an asterisk are additional fee items 

1. Vetted Profile Listing For Easy Consumer Find, Booking & Confidence 

2. Direct Access To All Jobs In Our Data Base That Are Open To Your Trade 

3. Your Own Data Bank File (cloud file where you can store all things related to your 

business in one safe place) 

4. Identification Badge & Card For Consumer Confidence 

5. Group discounts from retailers such as (Sally’s, Massage Warehouse, Subway, etc.) 

6. Amazon Prime group discounts 

7. Tax & Accounting Forms and Expense Templates Found in your “Data Bank File” 

8. Business File Found in your “Data Bank File” for templates related to your field of 

practice (door signs, SignUpGenius® link and Smilebox Slideshow® link, consumer 

thank you cards, blank note cards, business cards, release of liability sign in sheets 

and other helpful forms). 

9. Use of our licensed name to advertise that you have been vetted and have our 

backing of verification of State license and professional liability proof. Gaining your 

client’s confidence over other non-vetted professionals.  “A verified and vetted 

member with Spa-Go’s, a 360 Lifestyle Management Co.” 

10. Provider Email address on our system for you to send and receive emails to your 

clients through with our company name for professionalism.  It will have your 

name, your provider identification number Sally.Jones001@Spa-Gos.com. 

11.  A certificate for each year you maintain your membership, printed and mailed for 

framing or your online presence material. 

12. Discounts towards group insurances: professional liability, auto, health, disability, 

life, property, renters, homeowners – We have providers that can find the best 

rates possible for our members. 

13. Connection to providers within your field in all 50 States and ability to chat or 

communicate with them for information, or opportunities. 

14. Access to law watch in your state and other resources that help you stay on track 

and in touch.   

15. Yearly member online chat parties and events 

mailto:Sally.Jones001@Spa-Gos.com
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16.  One organized get togethers at a select destination location or cruise.  Form 

friendships of a lifetime and enjoy rewarding networking with those who are align 

with your industry and can understand your social life balances and experiences.   

17. **A designated phone number with extension so that we can take your sales calls 

and give you messages to your phone as your own private answering service.  *Just 

$2.00 per call (with the first 5 a month free and no charge for spam sales calls). If 

you sell a party and make $500 the $2.00 for us to answer your phone while you 

are in session is well worth it! Great for small or independent business 

professionals who just need that little bit of extra help. 

18. **Consultation and mediation expertise on tough sells or problem clients.  Don’t 

get into a fight with your bread and butter, let us help navigate client 

communications for the best in quality standards and best practices. Look over a 

contract or work agreement or help you write your own.   

19. **Ability to purchase logo’d items for a team feel and wear with Spa-Go’s logo. 

20. **Access to training videos (coming soon some will be free, some will be a fee) 

21. **Our Security CHECK IN AND OUT system. If you are out there alone or would like 

to check in with us and check out for security purposes, we have that option.  Your 

security is important, and we always advise everyone to use this best practice. 

22. **Navigation assistance or break down assistance.  We are just one more number 

you can call to help you from your situation on the road.  We can google your 

location, call road service for you and help you get where you need to be or call 

your client and let them know you are stuck.  It’s much more professional to have 

an assistant on the line so you can stay safe in driving or navigating your on-road 

emergency. 

23. **Credit card processing group discounts, if you wish to do your own processing.  

As a group we have volume which generates better deals. 

24. **Books and record keeping, setting you up with online bill pay and handling your 

accounts payable and receivable. Think of never having to open another bill again, 

we can help you organize your financial side of business. 

25. **Scheduling for you or cold calling, mass mailing, advertising or social marketing 

assistance. 

26. **Writing press releases or other marketing material and distributing it online or 

to your local press, radio and news agencies. 

27. **checking your email and answering it each day and alerting you for customer 

interactions, sales or other important information. 
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28. USA CALL CENTER – your calls will never be answered by an “offsite” contractor 

from an outside of the USA staffing agency. One umbrella of care for your success. 

29.  Just $8.25 a month for basic services. 

30. Professional affiliation that helps to support you in promoting “you”. 

Blank lines for your questions or personal notes: 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 


